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2018 UNIT 3: AMERICAN POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES AND BELIEFS 

 
American political beliefs are shaped by founding ideals, core values, linkage institutions (e.g., elections, 
political parties, interest groups, and the media in all its forms), and the changing demographics of citizens. 
These beliefs about government, politics, and the individual’s role in the political system influence the 
creation of public policies. 
 
American political culture is comprised of citizens’ beliefs about government, including their perceptions, relationships, and 
interactions relative to one another and to their government. Core beliefs about government center around different 
interpretations and applications of political values, such as individualism (the focus on individual rights and responsibilities), 
the rule of law (the notion that the law is supreme over all persons), limited government (the idea that the government’s 
power is enumerated and constrained by constitutional rules), and equality of opportunity. 
 
Citizens learn of and develop attitudes about government through political socialization. Several factors contribute to political 
socialization including family, schools, peers, and social environments. How much influence these factors have on a person’s 
political beliefs relates in turn to lifecycle effects, dispositions that change with age or membership in a group experiencing 
the same events at the same time, and generational effects, which involve exposure across ages and groups to the same 
political information. Both lifecycle and generational effects are fueled by past and present political events. 
 
American political culture, through expressed citizen opinions, influences governmental institutions in the formation, 
implementation, and evaluation of public policy. For example, how people view the principles of freedom and individualism 
shape opinions about domestic and economic policy, including the appropriate range and types of such policies. The tension 
behind citizen beliefs about the appropriate role of government is revealed through policy debates and legislation. Some 
argue that government should take an active role in promoting social equality and ensuring economic opportunity, while 
others warn that excessive regulation violates individual freedoms. 
 
Major public policy programs are rooted in ideological trends that span decades. For example, ideology impacts the nature 
and extent to which the federal government shares powers with state governments and how it regulates the marketplace 
over time, as evidenced by debates about monetary and fiscal policies. Globalization has had an impact on U.S. political 

beliefs and public policy. How the government determines the nature and direction of social policy, such as that involving 
immigration or health-care reform, is also impacted by ideological pressure from the right and left, and foreign policy is 
influenced by citizens’ beliefs about the U.S. government’s role on the world stage. 
 
Elections connect citizens with government. The number of eligible voters has expanded over time based on various 
constitutional provisions, court rulings on voter access and campaign finance, and legislation. The Fifteenth, Nineteenth, 
Twenty-Fourth, and Twenty-Sixth Amendments, each a response to a specific social/political concern, serve to eliminate 
political discrimination against people due to a citizen’s race, sex, age, and ability to pay a poll tax. Voter turnout is impacted 
by the various provisions that states implement regarding voter requirements and qualifications that involve issues not 
addressed in those amendments. Voter turnout varies widely from election to election, and political candidates have taken 
advantage of technology and campaign finance laws to communicate their platforms more effectively to the voting public. 
The data regarding voter turnout in the United States provides a foundation for interesting analysis when compared to voter 
turnout in other democracies, and political scientists periodically study why voter turnout in the U.S. falls below that in other 
similar republics.  
 
 
Essential Questions: 

 How are American political beliefs formed and how do they evolve over time? 
 How do political ideology and core values influence government policy making? 
 How effective are the various methods of political participation in shaping public policies?  

 
 

 

 
 



2018 UNIT 3A: PUBLIC OPINION AND POLITICAL IDEOLOGY 
Citizen beliefs about government are shaped by the intersection of demographics, political culture, 
and dynamic social change. Public opinion is measured through scientific polling, and the results of 
public opinion polls influence public policies and institutions. Widely held political ideologies shape 

policy debates and choices in American policies. 
 

1) Students will be able to:  
Explain the relationship between core beliefs of U.S. citizens and attitudes about the role of government 
Students will know that:  
a) Different interpretations of core values, including individualism, equality of opportunity, free enterprise, rule of law, 

and limited government, affect the relationship between citizens and the federal government and the relationships 
citizens have with one another 
 

2) Students will be able to: 
Explain how cultural factors influence political attitudes and socialization  
Students will know that:  
a) Family, schools, peers, media, and social environments (including civic and religious organizations) contribute to 

the development of an individual’s political attitudes and values through the process of political socialization 
b) As a result of globalization, U.S. political culture has both influenced and been influenced by the values of other 

countries 
c) Generational and lifecycle effects also contribute to the political socialization that influences an individual’s political 

attitudes 
d) The relative importance of major political events to the development of individual political attitudes is an example 

of political socialization 
 

3) Students will be able to: 
Describe the elements of a scientific poll  
Students will know that:  
a) Public opinion data that can impact elections and policy debates is affected by such scientific polling types and 

methods as: 
 Type of poll (opinion polls, benchmark or tracking polls, entrance and exit polls) 
 Sampling techniques, identification of respondents, mass survey or focus group, sampling error 
 Type and format of questions 

 
4) Students will be able to: 

Explain the quality and credibility of claims based on public opinion data 
Students will know that:  
a) The relationship between scientific polling and elections and policy debates is affected by the: 

 Importance of public opinion as a source of political influence in a given election or policy debate 
 Reliability and veracity of public opinion data 
 

5) Students will be able to:  
Explain how the ideologies of the two major parties shape policy debates 
Students will know that:  
a) The Democratic Party (D or DEM) platforms generally align more closely to liberal ideological positions, and the 

Republican Party (R or GOP) platforms generally align more closely to conservative ideological positions 
 

6) Students will be able to: 

Explain how U.S. political culture (e.g., values, attitudes, and beliefs) influences the formation, goals, and 
implementation of public policy over time 
Students will know that:  
a) Because the U.S. is a democracy with a diverse society, public policies generated at any given time reflect the 

attitudes and beliefs of citizens who choose to participate in politics at that time 
b) The balancing dynamic of individual liberty and government efforts to promote stability and order has been 

reflected in policy debates and their outcomes over time 
 
 
 
 
 



7) Students will be able to: 
Describe different political ideologies regarding the role of government in regulating the marketplace 
Students will know that:  
a) Liberal ideologies favor more governmental regulation of the marketplace, conservative ideologies favor fewer 

regulations, and libertarian ideologies favor little or no regulation of the marketplace beyond the protection of 
property rights and voluntary trade 
 

8) Students will be able to: 
Explain how political ideologies vary on the government’s role in regulating the marketplace 
Students will know that:  
a) Ideological differences on marketplace regulation are based on different theoretical support, including Keynesian 

and supply-side positions on monetary and fiscal policies promoted by the president, Congress, and the Federal 
Reserve 
 

9) Students will be able to: 
Explain how political ideologies vary on the role of the government in addressing social issues 
Students will know that:  
a) Liberal ideologies tend to think that personal privacy – areas of behavior where government should not intrude – 

extends further than conservative ideologies do (except in arenas involving religious and educational freedom); 
conservative ideologies favor less government involvement to ensure social and economic equality; and libertarian 
ideologies disfavor any governmental intervention beyond the protection of private property and individual liberty 
 

10) Students will be able to: 
Explain how different ideologies impact policy on social issues 
Students will know that:  
a) Policy trends concerning the level of government involvement in social issues reflect the success of conservative or 

liberal perspectives in political parties 
 
 
 
 

2018 UNIT 3B: VOTING AND ELECTIONS 
Factors associated with political ideology, efficacy, structural barriers, and demographics influence the 

nature and degree of political participation. The impact of federal policies on campaigning and 
electoral rules continues to be contested by both sides of the political spectrum. 

 
1) Students will be able to:  

Describe the voting rights protections in the Constitution and in legislation 
Students will know that:  
a) Legal protections found in federal legislation and the Fifteenth, Seventeenth, Nineteenth, Twenty-Fourth, and 

Twenty-Sixth Amendments relate to the expansion of opportunities for political participation 
 

2) Students will be able to: 
Describe different models of voting behavior  
Students will know that:  
a) Examples of political models explaining voting behavior include: 

 Rational-choice voting – Voting based on what is perceived to be in the citizen’s individual interest 
 Retrospective voting – Voting to decide whether the party or candidate in power should be re-elected based on 

the recent past 

 Prospective voting – Voting based on predictions of how a party or candidate will perform in the future 
 Party-line voting – Supporting a party by voting for candidates from one political party for all public offices 

across the ballot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3) Students will be able to: 
Explain the roles that individual choice and state laws play in voter turnout in elections  
Students will know that:  
a) In addition to the impact that demographics and political efficacy can have on voter choice and turnout, structural 

barriers and type of election also effect voter turnout in the U.S., as represented by: State voter registration laws; 
Procedures on how, when, and where to vote; Mid-term (congressional) or general presidential elections 

b) Demographic characteristics and political efficacy or engagement are used to predict the likelihood of whether an 
individual will vote 

c) Factors influencing voter choice include: Party identification and ideological orientation; Candidate characteristics; 
Contemporary political issues; Religious beliefs or affiliation, gender, race and ethnicity, and other demographic 
characteristics 

 
4) Students will be able to: 

Explain how the different processes work in a U.S. presidential election 
Students will know that:  
a) The process and outcomes in U.S. presidential elections are impacted by incumbency advantage phenomenon, 

open and closed primaries, caucuses, party conventions, congressional and state elections, and Electoral College 
 

5) Students will be able to: 
Explain how the Electoral College impacts democratic participation 
Students will know that:  
a) The winner-take-all allocation of votes per state (except Maine and Nebraska) under the setup of the Electoral 

College compared with the national popular vote for president raises questions about whether the Electoral College 
facilitates or impedes democracy 
 

6) Students will be able to: 
Explain how the different processes work in U.S. congressional elections 
Students will know that:  
a) The process and outcomes in U.S. Congressional elections are impacted by: Incumbency advantage phenomenon; 

Open and closed primaries; Caucuses; General (presidential and mid-term) elections 
 

7) Students will be able to: 
Explain how campaign organizations and strategies affect the election process 
Students will know that:  

a) The benefits and drawbacks of modern campaigns are represented by: 
 Dependence on professional consultants 
 Rising campaign costs and intensive fundraising efforts 
 Duration of election cycles 
 Impact of and reliance on social media for campaign communication and fundraising 
 


